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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a methodology to estimate the parameters of single-phase induction motors
(SPIMs). The parameter estimates are suitable to model the responses of SPIMs in both steady-
state and transient conditions. Firstly, they are calculated from multiple sets of steady-state
test-based measurements using the Newton-Raphson (NR) method. The NR-based algorithm
iteratively solves a system of non-linear equations involving the parameter values of leakage in-
ductances, magnetizing inductance, and rotor resistance. Selected parameters are further tuned
based on a non-linear least squares (NLS) formulation that minimizes the mismatch between
modeled and measured outputs during the start-up transients. The NLS problem is solved using
the workhorse algorithm for this application, namely the Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) update.
Per iteration, the L-M update direction for the parameter values follows from both the gradi-
ent direction and the Gauss-Newton one. Having parameter values obtained by the first two
algorithms, the third algorithm tracks the start capacitance of SPIMs, a time-varying param-
eter. This is achieved using recursive extended Kalman filtering (EKF) after augmenting the
motor state vector with a constant capacitance state. EKF recursively linearizes the augmented
system and estimates the full augmented state vector. The last two proposed algorithms only
need to collect motor terminal data during normal transient operations such as start-up. This
non-intrusive feature makes them ideal for online applications such as capacitor prognostics.
The effectiveness of the estimation methodology has been demonstrated and validated using
both simulation and real data. Lastly, a research outlook aiming at simplifying the capacitor
prognostic method is also presented, by investigating the relationship between capacitance and
current magnitude.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Single-phase induction motors (SPIMs) are widely used, especially for residential applications.
These motors are usually at fractional horsepower level and thus are suitable for deployment in
residential appliances such as air-conditioners (ACs), washing machines, dryers, and refrigera-
tors. According to the Residential Energy Consumption Survey by the U.S. Energy Information
Administration [1], about 6% of the total electricity consumption in the United States is directly
attributed to SPIMs of air-conditioners. This percentage is significantly higher in the southern
states; e.g., 18% in Texas, and 27% in Florida [1]. High penetration of SPIMs at the distribution
level motivates a thorough study of this class of motor.
1.1 Motivation and Context
SPIM dynamic models date back to 1965 by Krause [2]. Nonetheless, their relatively small
power demand and low-voltage connection make it less important to develop and validate the
models of SPIMs. In general, there has been a lack of attention devoted to the modeling and
monitoring of distribution systems and their components in the last century, and the reason
is two-fold. First, distribution systems and the components therein are traditionally viewed as
passive consumption of electric power, not actively playing role in the control and operations of
the interconnected power grids. Meanwhile, their inactive involvement also leads to insufficient
cyber infrastructure deployed within the distribution systems, as well as limited efforts in devel-
oping the models for distribution components. For example, until recently most of distribution
loads have been modeled by a static power-voltage relation based on the constant-impedance
(Z), constant-current (I), constant-power (P) categorization, or the so-termed ZIP models [3, 4].
These static models could fail to capture the system dynamics due to, e.g., transient faults
[4, 5, 6]. In the last decade, significant research and infrastructure deployment have renovated
the worldwide power distribution systems, as advocated by the smart grid vision in the U.S. [7].
Distributed generation, electric vehicle charging loads, among other innovations, have greatly
changed the landscape of distribution system modeling and monitoring. Therefore, there is
a timely opportunity for us to investigate the SPIMs, which represent a majority of loads in
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residential feeders.
Recently, several utility systems have witnessed the phenomenon of a prolonged post-fault
voltage drop, termed as the fault-induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR); see, e.g., [6], [8].
An FIDVR event could cause significant load loss, which could be followed by generation loss.
It can lead to high system voltage, and even cascading system failure [6]. These events are
mainly due to the stalling of SPIMs such as residential air-conditioner compressors. Therefore,
static load models such as ZIP models fall short in the post-event analysis. Using a composite
dynamic load model that includes the SPIMs and their internal parameters, researchers have
successfully represented FIDVR events by performing electromagnetic transients simulations [9].
Given the fast-changing landscape and growing number of sensors in distribution systems, it
is imperative to develop efficient and effective algorithms that can dynamically model SPIMs.
Hence, advanced parameter estimation algorithms for SPIM dynamic models can facilitate power
system dynamic studies and reliability analysis for both operational and planning phases.
In addition to enhancing distribution system monitoring, estimating the SPIM parameters
can also improve the diagnostics and prognostics of the motor itself. Most SPIMs incorporate
electrolytic capacitors connected to the auxiliary winding to enhance the starting torque. Be-
cause of the natural evaporation of the electrolyte, the capacitors tend to gradually degrade over
time. The failure rate of capacitors can also increase at high temperature [10], which is often
the reality: most AC compressors are left outdoors and are subject to the high temperature of
hot summer days. At lower capacitance, the SPIM windings cannot produce sufficient torque
to start the load. Degradation of the capacitors is the most common cause of electrical failures
of SPIMs. To detect this failure at an early stage, it is necessary to design a tool that can
continuously track the value of the motor start capacitance. This way, the motor maintenance
can be scheduled ahead of time with minimal disruption to its normal service.
Dynamic SPIM models with seventeen parameters are more complicated than their three-
phase counterparts. The estimation of SPIM model parameters is typically conducted by col-
lecting the terminal input/output (IO) measurements under several steady-state tests. A variety
of test conditions can guarantee sufficient observability to multiple internal motor parameters.
The list of tests typically includes dc test, locked-rotor test, and no-load test. The dc test can
eliminate the inductive components of the windings, so that the terminal IO relation solely de-
pends on winding resistance values. As for the locked rotor tests, the rotor parameters become
dominant because the unity slip results in relatively low rotor equivalent resistance. Under the
no-load test, the rotor circuits can be simplified, as the rotation at synchronous speed leads to
an approximately infinite value of effective rotor resistance. The IEEE Standard 114-2010 [11]
has documented a widely accepted methodology for testing SPIMs. However, the goal therein
is to evaluate the performance in terms of power, torque, and speed. It does not describe
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the procedure to obtain the parameters of SPIM equivalent circuits. Using the test terminal
measurements, one can directly calculate certain SPIM equivalent circuit parameters, as has
been studied in [12] and [13]. To simplify the calculations, these methods have neglected the
core-loss resistance term, whose value is significantly higher than the impedance value of other
motor components. Nonetheless, the importance of including the core-loss resistance has been
recognized in [14] and [15], where the data mismatch can be greatly reduced with the addi-
tional core-loss resistance term. Although the SPIM parameter estimation methods developed
in [13, 14] have improved the performance, they have also significantly increased the hardware
complexity by requiring additional torque or speed sensors. To simplify the sensor deployment,
it is in our interest to develop advanced numerical algorithms that can perform test-based SPIM
parameter estimation using only terminal electrical measurements.
It is also possible to estimate SPIM parameters by collecting the motor’s terminal measure-
ments during normal operation, instead of relying on special instrumentation to force specific test
conditions. Hence, this type of method is less intrusive and more suitable for online implementa-
tion. However, limited by the operating conditions that motors would normally experience, the
non-intrusive estimation methods could be more likely to witness parameter identifiability issues
as compared to the test-based methods. Hence, they can be used for identifying only selected pa-
rameters, while their online implementation capability makes it more practical for time-varying
parameters such as the start capacitance. Several non-intrusive estimation methods have been
developed for three-phase induction machines. For example, the work in [16] can estimate motor
resistance and inductance values using the speed, torque, voltage, and current measurements un-
der various loading conditions. To bypass the requirement for speed and torque sensors, one can
also estimate SPIM parameters using terminal transient measurements [17, 18]. For example,
[18] has advocated using extended Kalman filtering (EKF) to estimate the rotor resistance term,
a key parameter for motor control applications. This parameter value can be augmented into
the system dynamic model as an additional variable and estimated recursively along with other
motor state variables by EKF updates. More recently, better sensing technologies and computa-
tional capability have further advanced the development of non-intrusive methods, e.g., [19] and
references therein. For example, estimation methods, namely, extrapolative, equation error,
and general identification, have been presented in [19], trading off computational complexity
with estimation accuracy. Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, no existing non-intrusive
method has been directly developed for SPIMs. Note that the dynamic modeling of SPIMs is
more complicated than that of three-phase ones, as the later models continuous, three-phase
balanced operation while the former models imbalance between the windings, involvement of
capacitors, and also operation of a centrifugal switch. Therefore, development of non-intrusive
methods for SPIM parameter estimation remains an open research question.
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1.2 Thesis Contributions and Outline
This thesis develops a methodology to estimate the parameters of SPIMs that can be used
to model their behavior during both transient start-up and steady-state operating conditions.
The contribution of this thesis is three-fold. First of all, a more advanced numerical method is
proposed to estimate the SPIM parameters, including the core-loss term, by fitting the SPIM
test data. This method does not require additional hardware deployment to measure torque
or speed. Second, a mismatch error minimization framework is advocated to non-intrusively
estimate selected SPIM parameters. We have carefully investigated the choice of transient time
windows and measurements, as well as the identifiable parameters. Last but not least, an online
parameter estimation implementation is proposed to track the time-varying start capacitance.
Due to the recursive nature, this method requires low memory capacity and computational
capability, making it ideal for motor prognostics.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the equivalent circuits for
SPIMs as the basis for the ensuing estimation algorithm development. The steady-state equiv-
alent circuits are presented in analogy with the better-known three-phase ones. The transient
equivalent circuits are derived from the fundamentals of electromechanics. These derivations
also involve appropriate reference frame transformation and the reference of rotor quantities.
Chapter 3 presents the Newton-Raphson (NR) based algorithm to estimate the parameters of
the steady-state equivalent circuits from measurements obtained by several steady-state tests.
The parameters obtained by the NR algorithm are suitable for modeling the steady-state be-
havior of SPIM, but are less powerful for transient analysis due to variations in the magnetic
saturation effects. Chapter 4 formulates an optimization problem that minimizes the error
between the modeled and measured output currents, and applies Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M)
updates to tune selected parameters. The L-M method can better model the SPIM behavior
during the transients such as motor start-ups. Having all other parameters obtained by the
first two methods, we will finally design a start capacitance tracking scheme in Chapter 5. A
research outlook to enable more efficient designs is presented in Chapter 6, by investigating the
current–capacitance characteristic. This characteristic can be used to quickly determine if the
start capacitor has died. The thesis is concluded in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2
STEADY-STATE AND DYNAMIC MODELING OF
SPIM
This chapter presents the modeling aspect of the SPIM. The physical structure of the SPIM
is first presented. The equivalent steady-state circuits are developed based on analogy with
the well-known three-phase induction motor counterpart and the double-revolving field theory.
The underlying assumption for this development is constant rotor speed during the steady-
state condition. When this assumption is violated, transient equivalent circuits are necessary
to describe the SPIM behavior. Such circuits will be developed based on Ohm’s law, Faraday’s
law, and Ampere’s law, and by referring all the rotor quantities to the stator and appropriate
transformation of reference frame. Finally, a state-space representation based on the transient
equivalent circuits will be derived and used for the parameter estimation method in the following
chapters.
2.1 SPIM Physical Structure and Configuration
A squirrel-cage SPIM comprises a stator, a rotor, and an external circuit. The stator has two
windings, a main winding and an auxiliary winding, that are placed 90 electrical degrees apart
in space. The two windings usually have different numbers of turns. An illustration of a two-
pole SPIM is in Fig. 2.1. The external circuit typically consists of capacitors with/without a
centrifugal switch, connected in series with the auxiliary winding to enhance the SPIM start-up
torque characteristics.
There are three popular types of external circuit that characterize the motor topology, in-
cluding capacitor-start (CS), capacitor-start–capacitor-run (CSCR), and permanent split (PS).
CS-SPIMs provide high starting torque, while PS-SPIMs have optimal running characteristics
(e.g., high efficiency, low torque pulsations). CSCR-SPIMs combine the advantages of both CS
and PS topology. The external circuit of the CS-SPIMs involves a start capacitor (modeled by
an ideal capacitor with a small resistor in series) and a centrifugal switch. When the motor
starts, the centrifugal switch is closed to allow the capacitor to enhance the starting torque by
making ds current lead qs current by an angle somewhat less than 90o [20, Ch.9, pp. 515]. Once
the rotor speed reaches a predetermined threshold, normally at 60-80% of the rated speed, the
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centrifugal switch opens to disconnect the start-capacitor. Thus, the CS-SPIM runs with only
the main winding connected. The switching event naturally categorizes the motor operations
into two stages, namely, start-phase and run-phase. During the start-phase, both stator wind-
ings are connected to the same external power supply, while for the run-phase only the main
winding is still connected. In contrast to the CS topology, the CSCR topology also consists of a
parallel capacitor that will be always connected even during the run-phase, while PS topology
does not contain a centrifugal switch. The following work will focus on the CS topology since
it is the most popular for residential applications.
2.2 SPIM Steady-state Model
The equivalent circuit for SPIM can be adopted from the classical results on the equivalent circuit
of three-phase induction motors with some modifications. The latter is typically constructed
using an analogy to the transformer equivalent circuit. In three-phase motors, there is a single
rotating magnetomotive force (mmf) wave in the air-gap, resulting from the superposition of
Figure 2.1: Configuration of an elementary two-pole SPIM.
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Figure 2.2: The per-phase equivalent circuit of a three-phase induction motor.
Figure 2.3: The equivalent circuit of an SPIM with only the main winding.
three mmfs produced by the balanced currents of the three windings separated by 120o from
each other in space. This resultant rotating mmf wave induces voltage and current on the rotor
(usually a squirrel-cage rotor). Because of the induction effect, the rotor’s electrical speed ωm
is smaller than the rotational speed of the mmf wave ωe (synchronous speed). The difference
is characterized by the so-called slip s := (ωe − ωm)/ωe. From the input of the stator, a three-
phase induction motor behaves like a transformer with the secondary side shorted, and the
secondary-side resistance inversely proportional to s. Figure 2.2 illustrates the schematic of
this equivalent circuit. The notations rs, rcs, Lls, Lms represent the per-phase stator winding
resistance, core-loss resistance, leakage inductance, and magnetizing inductance, respectively.
Furthermore, r′r and L
′
lr are the rotor resistance and leakage inductance referred to the stator.
Development of the SPIM steady-state equivalent circuit is very similar to that for three-phase
induction motors. However, due to the single-phase sinusoidal power supply, one has to consider
two mmf waves traveling in opposite directions for each of the stator windings. If only the main
winding is connected, the air-gap mmf can be decomposed into two traveling waves: one travels
in the positive rotor angle direction, and the other one travels in the negative direction. With
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Figure 2.4: The equivalent circuit of an SPIM with only the auxiliary winding.
sinusoidal current input, one can apply Ampere’s law and extract the fundamental harmonic to
represent the air-gap mmf at time t and angle θ as follows:
Fag(t, θ) = F0 cos(ωet+ φ) cos(θ), (2.1)
where F0 is the peak of mmf at the fundamental harmonic in the air-gap, φ is the phase angle
for the main winding current, and ωe is the electrical frequency (e.g., 120pi Rad/s). Using the
trigonometric identity, Fag(t, θ) as the product of cosines can be written as:
Fag(t, θ) = 1
2
F0 cos(ωet− θ + φ)
+
1
2
F0 cos(ωet+ θ + φ). (2.2)
The first summand with ωet− θ is the mmf wave traveling in the positive θ direction with the
angular speed ωe, while the other one is the mmf wave in the negative direction at the same
speed. Let s be the slip between the SPIM rotor’s mechanical speed and the mmf wave in the
positive direction. It can be shown that the slip between the rotor and mmf wave in the negative
direction would be 2 − s. For each of the mmf waves, the reflected effect of the SPIM rotor
on each stator winding is similar to that of three-phase motors. Hence, similar to Fig. 2.2, in
SPIMs the rotor can be referenced to the stator side using an inductive circuit in series. Figures
2.3 and 2.4 illustrate the equivalent circuit for an SPIM with only the main winding or the
auxiliary winding connected, respectively. Because the magnitude of each mmf wave is half of
the peak mmf, the associated resistance and reactance values need to be divided by a factor of
2. Furthermore, the reference circuits for each of the mmf waves are connected in series because
8
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.5: Equivalent circuits of the (a) q axis, (b) d axis for SPIMs, and (c) the external
circuits.
the total air-gap mmf is the sum of the two traveling mmf waves.
The top parts in each of the equivalent circuits correspond to the mmf wave in the positive
rotor angle direction, and thus are termed as the forward branch. Accordingly, the bottom
parts for the mmf in the negative direction are referred as the backward branch. Last, note that
in Fig. 2.4 the auxiliary winding is connected in series to the external start-capacitor circuit,
consisting of C1 and r1.
2.3 SPIM Dynamic Model
2.3.1 Transient Equivalent Circuits
Equivalent circuits representing the transient behaviors of SPIM stator and rotor windings can
be developed using Ohm’s law, Faraday’s law, and Ampere’s law. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the
two rotor windings are identical, with the same resistance r22 and effective number of turns N2.
The two stator windings, namely, the main (m) and auxiliary (a) windings, are different, with
resistance r1m or r1a and the effective number of turns Nm or Na, respectively. The following
9
Table 2.1: List of SPIM Parameters
rs (rS) Resistance of main (auxiliary) winding
Lls (LLS) Leakage inductance of main (auxiliary) winding
Lms (LmS) Self inductance of main (auxiliary) winding
Lrm (LrM ) Mutual inductance between stator main (auxiliary)
and rotor windings
r
′
r (r
′
R) Resistance referred to
main (auxiliary) winding of rotor winding
L
′
lr (L
′
lR) Leakage inductance referred to main winding
of rotor winding
Lss (LSS) Total inductance of main (auxiliary) winding
L
′
rr (L
′
RR) Total inductance referred to main (auxiliary)
winding of rotor winding
C1 (C2) Capacitance of start (run) capacitor
r1 (r2) Resistance of start (run) capacitor
n Turns ratio between auxiliary and main windings,
i.e., Na/Nm
p Number of poles
D, k Damping and windage torque coefficients
J Combined rotor and load moment of inertia
TLp Peak load torque
tsw Switching time of the centrifugal switch
voltage and flux linkage equations can be written:
vm = r1mim + pλm, (2.3)
va = r1aia + pλa, (2.4)
var = r22iar + λar, (2.5)
vbr = r22ibr + λbr, (2.6)
λm = Lssim + Lrmiar cos θr − Lrmibr sin θr, (2.7)
λa = LSSia + LrM iar sin θr + Lraibr cos θr, (2.8)
λar = Lrriar + Lrmim cos θr + LrM ia sin θr, (2.9)
λbr = Lrribr − Lrmim sin θr + LrM im cos θr, (2.10)
where v, i, and λ denote voltage, current, and flux correspondingly; the subscripts m, a, ar,
br denote quantities corresponding to stator main winding, stator auxiliary winding, rotor a
winding, and rotor b winding as depicted in Fig. 2.1; and the explanations of parameter are
summarized in Table 2.1.
To make the analysis convenient, the rotor quantities are all referred to the stator. After
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referring, the set of equations (2.3)-(2.10) become:
vm = r1mim + pλm, (2.11)
va = r1aia + pλa, (2.12)
v
′
ar = rri
′
ar + λ
′
ar, (2.13)
v
′
br = rRi
′
br + λ
′
br, (2.14)
λm = Lssim + Lmsi
′
ar cos θr − Lmsi
′
br sin θr, (2.15)
λa = LSSia + LmSi
′
ar sin θr + LmSi
′
br cos θr, (2.16)
λar = Lrriar + Lrmim cos θr + LrM ia sin θr, (2.17)
λbr = Lrribr − Lrmim sin θr + LrM im cos θr. (2.18)
A transformation to the stationary dq reference frame would help the development of equiv-
alent circuits representing the two stator windings. To this end, let f denote any electrical or
magnetic variable such as voltage, current, or flux, with the subscript denoting the associated
winding and reference frame axis. Because of the orthogonality of two stator windings as shown
in Fig. 2.1, a reference frame transformation for stator variables becomesfqs
fds
 =
1 0
0 −1
fm
fa
 . (2.19)
Given the electrical rotor angle θr in Fig. 2.1, the transformation for rotor variables isfqr
fdr
 =
 cos(θr) − sin(θr)
− sin(θr) − cos(θr)
far
fbr
 . (2.20)
This transformation can eliminate the dependency of mutual inductance on θr. Applying the
transformation and referring all the rotor quantities to the stator lead to an equivalent circuit
representation for each stationary reference frame, as depicted in Fig. 2.5. A capacitive circuit is
typically connected in series to the auxiliary winding to facilitate the start-up torque, represented
by an external circuit in the d axis of Fig. 2.5(b).
2.3.2 SPIM State-space Representation
Upon forming the equivalent circuits, dynamic state-space models can be constructed to repre-
sent the transient behavior of an SPIM. Specifically, the system state variables can be stacked
into vector x := [iqs, ids, i
′
qr, i
′
dr, vC1 , ωr]
T , consisting of the four current variables in Fig. 2.5, the
voltage vC1 across C1, and the rotor electrical speed ωr. The motor input includes the voltage
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waveform u from an external power source. Without loss of generality, counterclockwise rotation
is assumed by setting vm = −va = u, and the transformation of (2.19) leads to vqs = vds = u
for the two circuits of Fig. 2.5(a,b). In addition, the mechanical load torque TL is also another
input with profile dependent on rotor angular position. The determination of TL is generally
complicated in practice. For simulation, a cyclic load profile such as that described in [21] is
generally accepted for compressor load. For convenience, the continuous time argument t has
been omitted for all variables. The general form of the dynamic state-space representation is
given by
Mx˙ = A(x)x + buu+ bTTL. (2.21)
For the start-phase dynamics, the first four equations are obtained by applying Kirchhoff’s
laws to the four loops in Fig. 2.5, with the fifth equation related to the C1 equation in
derivative form and the last one based on Newton’s second law for the rotor. Hence, bu :=[
1 1 0 0 0 0
]T
is set to relate the external voltage input u to two stator windings, while
bT :=
[
0 0 0 0 0 −1
]T
is used to form the total mechanical torque. During the start-
phase, matrices M and A will take the form in (2.22) and (2.23), and are denoted by Ms and
As, respectively. To generalize (2.21) to the run-phase, the state variable ids and vC1 no longer
need to be included because of disconnection of the auxiliary (ds) winding. Hence, it suffices
to delete the rows/columns corresponding to ids and vC1 from the state-space matrices to form
Mr and Ar, and accordingly other vectors. Clearly, in general M and A depend on the motor
parameters listed in Table 2.1, such as inductance, resistance, and capacitance values, while A
also depends on state variables.
Ms=

Lss 0 Lms 0 0 0
0 LSS 0 LmS 0 0
Lms 0 L
′
rr 0 0 0
0 LmS 0 L
′
RR 0 0
0 0 0 0 C1 0
0 0 0 0 0 J 2p

. (2.22)
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As =

−rs 0 0 0 0 0
0 −rS − r1 0 0 −1 0
0 1nωrLmS −r
′
r
1
nωrL
′
RR 0 0
−nωrLms 0 −nwrL′rr −r
′
R 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1
2pnLmsi
′
dr − 12pnLmsi
′
qr 0 0 0 −D − kωr

. (2.23)
The output z contains both iqs and ids or only one of them, depending on the setting. Denoting
 as the measurement noise, one can write the general measurement model as
z = Cx + , (2.24)
where C is a constant matrix selecting which currents are measured. For a given sampling
period T , define z[k] := z(kT ) to be the sampled output, and similarly u[k], and TL[k] for the
inputs.
Equations 2.21 and 2.24 are the state-space representation of SPIM. If the parameters in the
state, input, and output matrices are known, this representation can be used to simulate the
response of SPIM under known inputs. It can also be used to develop parameter estimation
methods for SPIM which are presented in the next chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
TEST-BASED PARAMETER ESTIMATION
This chapter presents the parameter estimation method from the test-based measurements with
the main winding connected while the auxiliary winding is disconnected; i.e., for the SPIM
equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.3. To obtain the parameters for the motor with only auxiliary
winding, i.e., circuit in Fig. 2.4, one can first disconnect the external capacitor (with C1 and r1
shorted). This way, the two equivalent circuits become the same, and the method presented for
calculating the motor parameters when only the main winding is in operation can be directly
adopted to estimate the motor parameters in Fig. 2.4. The goal of the proposed estimation
method is to find the circuit parameter values in order to match the active and reactive power
measurements of the motor under various test conditions. Certain parameters, such as the main
winding resistance rs, can be directly measured using the dc test. For some other parameters,
including the inductance terms Lls, L
′
lr, and Lms, as well as the rotor resistance r
′
r, one can
use additional test measurements to directly calculate a rough estimate of their values. This
stage is similar to the method in [12] and [13] by ignoring the rcs term. To improve the
estimation accuracy, the Newton-Raphson (N-R) algorithm will be adopted to fit all the test
measurements by iteratively updating the estimates for all these parameters together with the
core-loss resistance rcs.
3.1 SPIM Tests
To collect the measurements, the following three tests will be performed:
1. dc test: resistance rs is directly measured.
2. locked-rotor test: in this test, the rotor is locked from rotation. An appropriate voltage
source will be applied to the stator winding such that the SPIM terminal current is close
to its rated value. The terminal rms voltage V mLR, rms current I
m
LR, active power P
m
LR, and
power factor pfmLR are measured.
3. no-load test: in this test, the rotor is rotated at the synchronous speed with the assistance
of an external mechanical source. The applied voltage source to the stator is at the rated
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Figure 3.1: The equivalent circuit with only the main winding under the locked-rotor test.
level. The same measurements as those in the locked-rotor test will be collected, denoted
by V mNL, I
m
NL, P
m
NL, and pf
m
NL, respectively.
One can simplify the equivalent circuits in Figs. 2.3-2.4 under the locked-rotor and no-load
test conditions. The simplified circuits make it possible to directly approximate some parameters
such as Lls, L
′
lr, Lms, and r
′
r. The parameter estimates obtained by this approach will be used
as the initial guess for the N-R updates later on.
The following assumptions can be made to simplify the SPIM equivalent circuits:
• The core-loss resistance rcs is significantly larger than the magnetizing reactance ωeLms.
Both of them are much larger than the rotor leakage reactance ωeL
′
lr and the rotor resis-
tance r′r.
• The stator leakage inductance and rotor leakage inductance are the same; i.e., Lls = L′lr.
• There is no coupling between the two stator windings.
Under these assumptions, the simplified equivalent circuit for the locked-rotor test can be
constructed using the fact that the slip s = 1, as shown by Fig. 3.1. The core-loss resistance rcs
and the winding magnetizing reactance ωeLms are eliminated from the simplified circuit. The
resultant circuit consists of three resistance and three inductance terms, all connected in series.
Similarly for the no-load test, one can set the slip s = 0 and construct the simplified equivalent
circuit as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. As the rotor effective resistance in the forward branch is
inversely proportional to the slip s and goes to infinity in this case, the main winding magnetizing
reactance ωeLms part needs to be kept with all other terms eliminated. The simplification of
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Figure 3.2: The equivalent circuit with only the main winding under the no-load test.
the backward branch follows similarly from the locked-rotor one. The resulting circuit consists
of two resistance and two inductance terms, all connected in series.
Having the simplified equivalent circuits for different tests, the SPIM parameters can be
calculate using the following equations:
RLR =
PmLR
(ImLR)
2
= rs + r
′
r, (3.1)
ωeLls = ωeL
′
lr =
1
2
√
(V mLR)
2
(ImLR)
2
−R2LR, (3.2)
XNL =
V mNL
ImNL
= ωeLls +
ωeL
′
lr
2
+
ωeLms
2
. (3.3)
Although the simplified equivalent circuits greatly facilitate estimating several of the key
parameters, the accuracy of the estimate values is limited by the underlying assumptions. We
have observed that the estimates obtained by the direct calculation approach fail to satisfactorily
match the active and reactive power inputs measured by all the steady-state tests. We will use
these calculated values as the initial guess for the ensuing Newton-Raphson (N-R) algorithm
which can further tune the parameter estimates.
3.2 Newton-Raphson Algorithm
Specifically, the N-R algorithm will be used to find the parameter values to fit the active and
reactive power measurements collected by the locked-rotor and no-load tests. First, we will
represent the power inputs for locked-rotor and no-load tests as a function of all the SPIM pa-
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Figure 3.3: SPIM equivalent circuits for (a) the locked-rotor and (b) the no-load tests.
rameters. The equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.3 can be represented by a single equivalent resistance
connected in series with a single equivalent reactance, as shown in Fig. 3.3. The equivalent resis-
tance and reactance values under the locked-rotor test (denoted with the subscript LR, eq) and
those under the no-load test (denoted with the subscript NL, eq) are given in Eqs. (3.4)–(3.7).
RLR,eq = rs +
r′r
ω2eL
2
ls+r
′2
r
+ 1rcs(
ωeLls
ω2eL
2
ls+r
′2
r
+ 1ωeLms
)2
+
(
r′r
ω2eL
2
ls+r
′2
r
+ 1rcs
)2 , (3.4)
XLR,eq = ωeLls +
ωeLls
ω2eL
2
ls+r
′2
r
+ 1ωeLls(
ωeLls
ω2eL
2
ls+r
′2
r
+ 1ωeLms
)2
+
(
r′r
ω2eL
2
ls+r
′2
r
+ 1rcs
)2 , (3.5)
RNL,eq = rs +
2
rcs
(
4
ω2eL
2
ms
+ 4r2cs
)
+
2
rcs
+
8r′r
4ω2eL
2
ls+r
′
r
2(
2
ωeLms
+ 8ωeLls
4ω2eL
2
ls+r
′
r
2
)2
+
(
2
rcs
+
8r′r
4ω2eL
2
ls+r
′
r
2
)2 , (3.6)
XNL,eq = ωeLls +
2
ωeLms
(
4
ω2eL
2
ms
+ 4r2cs
)
+
2
ωeLms
+ 4ωeLls
4ω2eL
2
ls+r
′
r
2(
2
rcs
+
4r′r
4ω2eL
2
ls+r
′
r
2
)2
+
(
2
ωeLms
+ 4ωeLls
4ω2eL
2
ls+r
′
r
2
)2 . (3.7)
Upon defining these equivalent resistance and reactance terms in (3.4)–(3.7), the functional
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Algorithm 1 Newton-Raphson Algorithm [22, Ch. 7]
Initialize x(0) using the direct calculation estimates
Select stopping criterion 
Set the iteration index v = 1
while ||f(x(v))||2 ¿  do
Update J := ∂f(x)∂x
∣∣
x=x(v)
Compute ∆x = −J−1f(x(v))
Update x(v+1) = x(v) + ∆x
Set the iteration v = v + 1
end while
x? = x(v)
forms for active and reactive power inputs for each of the tests become:
PLR = (I
m
LR)
2RLR,eq, (3.8)
QLR = (I
m
LR)
2XLR,eq, (3.9)
PNL = (I
m
NL)
2RNL,eq, (3.10)
QNL = (I
m
NL)
2XNL,eq. (3.11)
Accordingly, the function values for the power inputs are determined by

PLR = P
m
LR
QLR =
√
(V mLRI
m
LR)
2 − (PmLR)2
PNL = P
m
NL
QNL =
√
(V mNLI
m
NL)
2 − (PmNL)2.
(3.12)
One can also compute the two reactive power input terms in (3.12) using the measured power
factor pfmLR and pf
m
NL, respectively. Both approaches are shown to be consistent with each other
using our experimental results.
With the four equations in (3.12), the N-R algorithm can be adopted to iteratively update
the four unknown variables contained by the vector x =
[
rcs r
′
r Lls Lms
]T
. In contrast to
the direct calculation approach, the N-R algorithm can include the core-loss resistance rcs as
a parameter value to improve the fitting performance. The algorithmic description of the N-R
updates is tabulated in Algorithm 1. It will solve the system of non-linear equations f(x?) = 0
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with the mismatch function defined as
f(x) :=

PLR − PmLR
QLR −
√
(V mLRI
m
LR)
2 − (PmLR)2
PNL − PmNL
QNL −
√
(V mNLI
m
NL)
2 − (PmNL)2
 .
Convergence of the N-R algorithm depends on the initial guess x(0) and the nonlinearity of
function f(·). We have used the values estimated by the direct calculation approach and observed
that the N-R algorithm typically converges within a dozen iterations.
3.3 Experimental Results
The effectiveness of the proposed parameter estimation method is verified using real measure-
ment data collected from an SPIM in our laboratory. The measurements from locked-rotor and
no-load tests are used to calculate the parameters in the SPIM equivalent circuit. Improvements
of the proposed methodology over the direct calculation method are verified from the measure-
ments at different operating conditions. The tested SPIM information on its nameplate is listed
in Table 3.1. A variac is used to vary the voltage magnitude applied to the tested SPIM while
keeping the frequency at 60 Hz. The rotor shaft is coupled with a dynamometer to lock the shaft
under the locked-rotor test, or to rotate it at the electrical frequency under the no-load test.
The power supply is connected to the motor through a Yokogawa WT310 wattmeter so that the
voltage, current, active power, and power factor at the motor terminal can be measured.
All measurement data under each of the two tests with only main winding or auxiliary winding
connected is recorded in Table 3.2. For each test, the applied voltage and winding current are
kept at the rated value.
Parameter values are first estimated using the direct calculation approach, and improved
using the N-R algorithm later on. The estimation convergence is plot in Fig. 3.4 and the results
are listed in Table 3.3 and 3.4. With the proposed method of initializing the parameter values,
the parameter estimates converge within four iterations. Compared with the direct calculation
results, the N-R based estimates are more significantly different in the rotor resistance r′r and the
stator winding inductance Lms. The estimated core-loss resistance values by the N-R algorithm
are indeed quite large compared to other parameters.
To validate the accuracy of each set of parameter estimates, we compute their corresponding
active/reactive power inputs, as listed in Table 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. The N-R estimates result
in perfect match in terms of active and reactive power inputs with the actual measurements,
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Figure 3.4: Iterative residual error norm obtained by the N-R algorithm for the main and
auxiliary winding tests, respectively.
significantly outperforming the results obtained by the direct calculation approach. The latter
exhibits much larger mismatch with the active power measurement under the no-load test. For
example, for the no-load test with only main winding connected, the measured active power is
85.79 W, but the power obtained by the direct calculation approach is only 41.97 W. However,
the N-R estimates can perfectly fit the measurement value at 85.79 W. Under various operating
conditions, the active and reactive power produced by the N-R method are more consistent with
respect to the real measurement data as compared to the direct calculation ones. For example,
when the slip is 0.035, the direct calculation method results in mismatch errors of 74.71 W and
55.22 VAR, while the N-R method leads to 39.34 W and 19.86 VAR. Although it is reasonable
to neglect the core-loss resistance as corroborated by its large value, it is truly necessary to
include this term in order to better fit the motor terminal power measurements under various
steady-state test conditions.
Table 3.1: Testing SPIM Nameplate
MOD 5KC33FN33G
HP 1/3 HZ 60
V 115/230 PH 1
RPM 3450 CODE L
A 5.6/2.8 SF 1.00
SF A FR 48
AMB 40C INSUL CLASS B NEMA DESIGN
TIME RATING CONT
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Table 3.2: Locked-rotor Test and No-load Test Measurements
Connected winding Test V m [V] Im [A]
Main
Locked-rotor 31.399 5.4865
No-load 118.68 4.4585
Auxiliary
Locked-rotor 53.486 4.9211
No-load 118.36 2.5865
Connected winding Test Pm [W] pfm
Main
Locked-rotor 105.03 0.6105
No-load 85.79 0.1608
Auxiliary
Locked-rotor 227.11 0.8708
No-load 78.18 0.2567
Table 3.3: Parameter Values for the SPIM with Only Main Winding
Parameter Direct Calc. N-R Alg.
rs [Ω] 1.705 1.705
r′r [Ω] 1.784 1.965
rcs [Ω] – 488.5592
Lms [mH] 123.159 122.434
Lls [mH] 6.016 6.087
L′lr [mH] 6.016 6.087
Table 3.4: Parameter Values for the SPIM with Only Auxiliary Winding
Parameter Direct Calc. N-R Alg.
rS [Ω] 6.099 6.099
r′R [Ω] 3.279 3.514
rcS [Ω] – 684.189
LmS [H] 220.907 216.119
LlS [H] 7.287 7.258
L′lR [H] 7.287 7.258
Table 3.5: Active and Reactive Power Comparison for the SPIM with Only Main Winding
Test
Active power [W]
Measured Direct Calc. N-R Alg.
Locked-rotor test 105.03 100.07 105.03
No-load test 85.79 41.97 85.79
Test
Reactive power [VAR]
Measured Direct Calc. N-R Alog.
Locked-rotor test 136.55 135.15 136.55
No-load test 522.13 528.20 522.13
Table 3.6: Active and Reactive Power Comparison for the SPIM with Only Auxiliary Winding
Test
Active power [W]
Measured Direct Calc. N-R Alg.
Locked-rotor test 227.11 222.01 227.11
No-load test 78.18 45.96 78.18
Test
Reactive power [VAR]
Measured Direct Calc. N-R Alog.
Locked-rotor test 133.04 133.76 133.04
No-load test 295.99 305.94 295.99
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Table 3.7: Active and Reactive Power Comparison under Different Operating Conditions
Slip Measured Direct Calc. N-R Alg.
Active
power
[W]
0.0083 202.75 124.50 164.30
0.0150 280.28 188.85 227.56
0.0231 362.37 263.83 301.18
0.0306 364.30 328.11 363.11
0.0350 444.58 369.87 405.24
Reactive
power
[VAR]
0.0083 445.76 124.50 164.30
0.0150 433.06 188.85 227.56
0.0231 426.65 263.83 301.18
0.0306 422.47 328.11 363.87
0.0350 425.09 369.87 405.23
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CHAPTER 4
NLS-BASED PARAMETER ESTIMATION
SPIM parameters such as leakage inductances (Lls and LlS), the turns ratio (n), and the moment
of inertia (J) are more critical than other parameters for achieving accurate transient modeling.
Unfortunately, the traditional test-based estimation methods such as those in [11] and [13] fail
to estimate these critical parameters. This is because test-based methods intend to fit the
steady-state measurements, instead of the transient measurements. At motor start-up phase,
significantly higher currents flowing in the windings in order to accelerate the rotor would cause
saturation and lead to different values for leakage inductances as compared to the steady-state
condition [20, Ch. 4, pp. 244-245]. Furthermore, the steady-state operation condition does
not typically capture the information on J as no rotor acceleration is involved during this
phase. Hence, although test-based methods have proven effective for obtaining most SPIM
parameters, they are less accurate in estimating the aforementioned critical parameters for
transient modeling purposes. We will develop an iterative method to match the start-up input
and output measurements to better estimate these critical parameters.
4.1 Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm
With the SPIM model given in (2.21) and (2.24), the estimation problem for the critical param-
eters follows a nonlinear least-squares (NLS) formulation. Specifically, the goal is to choose the
parameter values that minimize the mismatch between the current measurements of iqs and ids
individually and their responses under (2.21) and (2.24). For the actual measurement z[k], let
zˆ(p)[k] denote the corresponding noise-free output for the known input {u[k]} under no-load
condition, which is a nonlinear function in the parameter vector p. Hence, the NLS estimation
aims to find p that minimizes
ψ(p) =
N∑
k=1
||z[k]− zˆ(p)[k]||22
:= ||ζ − ζˆ(p)||22, (4.1)
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Table 4.1: An Example of the NLS-based Estimation Strategy which Alternates among Four
Settings
Parameter selection Motor outputs Time interval
Setting 1 p = {Lls, LlS , n, J} iqs, ids [0, t2]
Setting 2 p = {n} ids [0, tsw]
Setting 3 p = {J} iqs [t1, t2]
Setting 4 p = {Lls, LlS} iqs, ids [0, t1]
where N is the total number of sampled data points, while ζ and ζˆ concatenate all the mea-
surements and noise-free outputs, respectively.
To estimate p, the clairvoyant Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) algorithm has been adopted to
iteratively minimize the objective (4.1). The L-M algorithm was first published in 1944 [23],
with significant improvements in 1963 [24]. It is well known as an effective NLS solver, compared
to other alternatives such as the Gauss-Newton and gradient descent methods. In fact, the L-M
iteration judiciously combines the updates of these two methods. Therefore, it has the potential
to overcome the slow convergence issue of the gradient descent while resolving the divergence
problem associated with Gauss-Newton iterations. At the `-th iteration, the objective function
(4.1) is first approximated around the latest estimate p` using the first-order expansion, as given
by
ψ(p` + δ`) ≈
∥∥∥ζ − ζˆ(p`)−P`δ`∥∥∥2
2
, (4.2)
where the perturbation vector δ` := p− p` and the Jacobian matrix P` := ∂
ˆζ
∂p
∣∣
p=p`
. Using the
approximate error objective, the L-M update proceeds by solving δ` as
(PT` P` + λ`I)δ` = P
T
` [ζ − ζˆ(p`)], (4.3)
where λ` is a positive coefficient that needs to be determined at every iteration. Intuitively, a
small value of λ` leads δ` to approach the Gauss-Newton update which can converge quadrat-
ically nearby the solution. When λ` increases, the update (4.3) would approach the gradient
descent direction with guaranteed decrease in the objective function. Thus, typically the value
of λ` is adaptively adjusted to ensure both the decrease in the objective (4.1) and a satisfactory
convergence rate.
Although the L-M algorithm can achieve good fitting results for the given parameters and
input-output data, the NLS-based parameter estimation is still challenged by the parameter
identifiability issues. This is because the sensitivity of the output with respect to different
parameters varies with the SPIM operating conditions. This sensitivity variation can be quali-
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tatively explained using the SPIM transient equivalent circuits in Figs. 2.5(a)-(b). For example,
at small rotor speed ωr, iqs is more sensitive to the leakage inductance Lls as compared to the
scenario that ωr approaches the synchronous speed ωe. For the q-axis circuit in Fig. 2.5(a), the
value of magnetizing impedance ωeLms is significantly larger than all other parameters, while
the induced voltage NmNa λ
′
drωr is exactly proportional to the rotor speed. Accordingly, when ωr
increases, the equivalent impedance of the q-axis circuit grows as well, and thus the effect of
Lls becomes less significant. This effect will be nearly zero when the motor has reached the
steady-state operating condition and the magnetizing inductance would almost dominate all the
other components. A similar argument can be made for ids and LlS in the d-axis circuit. Ad-
ditional relations also exist between iqs and the rotor moment of inertia J . Certain mechanical
properties of the motor will be reflected to the current waveform when the centrifugal switch
opens. At this time, if the rotor speed is far from the rated speed, the burden of accelerating
will affect iqs, leading to extremely large value of post-switching current for a prolonged inter-
val. Accordingly, the current output at this point would be very sensitive to the rotor moment
of inertia J . Exploiting the variation in output sensitivity, we have proposed and tested the
approach of alternatively estimating selected parameters using various combinations of motor
outputs at different time intervals. One example of this strategy is tabulated in Table 4.1, which
alternates among the four settings. This approach has been shown to effectively improve the
performance of the baseline NLS-based estimation that includes all parameters and the overall
output data.
4.2 Numerical and Experimental Results
4.2.1 NLS-based Parameter Estimation on Simulation Data
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed NLS-based method, we use it to estimate the
critical parameters {Lls, LlS , n, J} using various initial guesses. The initial parameter values
are selected to be 20% deviated from the actual values. To implement the alternating strategy,
the time interval bounds t1 and t2 in Table 4.1 are selected to be
1
2 tsw and
3
2 tsw, respectively.
The estimation results are listed in Table 4.2. For almost all parameters, the NLS estimates
converge exactly to the actual values. For the parameter LlS , the maximum estimation error is
0.0005 mH, mostly likely due to the choice of stopping criteria. However, this error is negligible
compared to the actual value in determining the SPIM transient behavior. The computational
time for each of the four test cases is around three to five minutes, using the Matlab software on a
computer equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4710HQ CPU. The relatively high computational
complexity is mainly attributed to the numerical calculation of the Jacobian matrix used for
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Table 4.2: NLS Estimation Results Using Simulation Data
Lls [mH] LlS [mH] J [g.m
2] n Time [s]
Actual 7.2867 8.3805 2.0440 1.5840
Initial 1 5.8294 6.7044 1.6352 1.2672
298.06
Estimate 1 7.2867 8.3807 2.0440 1.5840
Initial 2 8.7441 10.0566 2.4528 1.9008
186.93
Estimate 2 7.2867 8.3809 2.0440 1.5840
Initial 3 8.7441 10.0566 1.6352 1.2672
239.97
Estimate 3 7.2867 8.3809 2.0440 1.5840
Initial 4 5.8294 6.7044 2.4528 1.9008
172.35
Estimate 4 7.2868 8.3800 2.0440 1.5840
Table 4.3: NLS Estimation Results Using Real Data
Parameters Lls [mH] LlS [mH] J [g.m
2] n
Initial guess 6.0723 6.9837 2.0440 1.3200
Estimates 4.4653 6.7631 1.4408 1.1076
the L-M update (4.3).
Numerical tests on the simulated data validate the effectiveness of the NLS method to estimate
critical SPIM parameters, at the expense of considerably high computational complexity.
4.2.2 NLS-based Parameter Estimation on Real Data
The NLS-based method is also tested on real experimental data to estimate {Lls, LlS , n, J},
with the results presented in Table 4.3. The initial guess is obtained by a test-based parame-
ter estimation method using steady-state measurements at several motor operating conditions
[25]. As mentioned earlier, the actual internal parameter values are unknown for the testing
SPIM. Hence, we compare the output current during a start-up transient generated by the
SPIM model using parameter estimates with the measured data, as plotted in Fig. 4.1. Clearly,
the NLS-based estimation method outperforms the test-based one in terms of fitting the real
measurements, especially for the run-phase qs current (e.g., after the auxiliary winding is dis-
connected). This improvement is because NLS-based method estimates J more accurately, and
hence the motor acceleration can be better modeled. The NLS-method also improves the fitting
during the first few electrical cycles, mainly due to reduction in the estimates of the leakage in-
ductances and n to account for the saturation as shown in Table 4.3. We further compare these
two methods under a low-voltage fault condition as illustrated in Fig. 4.2(a). Similarly, the qs
output currents using the parameter estimates are compared with the measured data in Fig.
4.2(b). This line-to-ground fault lasts for about four electrical cycles. During the fault, there
is a transient qs current caused by short circuit condition. After the fault is cleared, another
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Figure 4.1: Modeled outputs using the parameter estimates from the test-based and NLS-based
methods compared with actual measurements: (a) iqs, (b) iqs error, (c) ids, and (d) ids error.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Voltage profile of a low-voltage fault, (b) modeled iqs outputs and (c) error
using test-based and NLS-based parameter estimates compared with actual measurements.
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fast transient occurs before it returns to the pre-fault condition. The modeled output using the
NLS method again outperforms that using the test-based method in reproducing the actual qs
current transients. However, a certain level of fitting mismatch still exists in both Figs. 4.1 and
4.2, especially around the peaks of the current waveform. The mismatch is likely due to the
winding core-loss term that has been neglected by the dynamic SPIM model, in addition to the
fact that the level of saturation changes with the time-varying qs current magnitude during the
transient conditions.
4.2.3 NLS-based Parameter Estimation on Simulated Data with a Bigger Set of
Parameters
The foregoing numerical and experimental results show that NLS is appropriate in estimating
parameters {Lls, LlS , n, J}. This section further explores the capability of NLS in estimating
more parameters just from the voltage and current measurements. Despite of the parameter
identifiability issue as mentioned before, the NLS algorithm is still able to drive the parameters
to values that result in smaller output current mismatch. The following examples show the
application of the NLS algorithm in tuning five parameters {Lls, LlS , Lms, n, J}, 6 parameters
{r′r, Lls, LlS , Lms, n, J}, and 8 parameters {rs, rS , r′r, Lls, LlS , Lms, n, J} on simulation data.
Table 4.4 records the initial guess and the final estimate for each of the tests. SPIM response
with initial guess parameters and final estimate parameters for the case of 5, 6, and 8 parameters
are plotted in Fig. 4.3.
From the results, clearly the parameters do not converge to the true values. However, the
error mismatch of the final estimates is still lower than that of the initial guess. In Chapter
6, we will investigate the possibility of using these estimates to derive a characteristic curve of
SPIM that is useful for start-capacitance prognostic purpose.
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(c) iqs error with 6 parameter case
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(d) ids error with 6 parameter case
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Figure 4.3: qs and ds current error plots for different number of parameters used for
estimation.
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CHAPTER 5
EKF-BASED START CAPACITANCE ESTIMATION
Extended Kalman filtering (EKF) is widely used for adaptively tracking dynamic states of
(non)linear systems with linear measurements. To use EKF to estimate the capacitance param-
eter, one can include it as a state variable by developing an augmented state-space representation
[26]. The system input is the applied voltage u(t) at the terminal, while the load torque TL(t) ≈ 0
can be assumed during the start-up transients. Because the start capacitor is connected to the
auxiliary winding, the output is chosen to be the current ids only. To account for the impact of
core saturation and load torque, the current data from the first few cycles of the starting phase
will be used. During this time interval, the magnitude of ids typically stays constant, such that
the same saturation level holds. Meanwhile, the rotor speed is also close to zero, and thus the
electrical torque would notably dominate the total torque such that TL is negligible.
5.1 Dynamic Model Discretization
It is more convenient to present the EKF updates using the discrete-time counterpart of (2.21).
Under a fast sampling of period τ , the first-order discretization approach typically works well.
To approximate the derivative for a function at any time kτ , with k being an integer index, this
technique uses the rate of change in the functional value over the sampling period τ ; see, e.g.,
[27, Ch. 2]. Specifically, substituting the approximation
x˙(kτ) ≈ x(kτ + τ)− x(kτ)
τ
(5.1)
for the motor dynamic equations of (2.21) leads to the discrete-time model given by
M
x(kτ + τ)− x(kτ)
τ
≈ A(x(kτ))x(kτ) + buu(kτ)
with only the voltage input by assuming TL(t) ≈ 0.
For notational compactness, let x[k] stand for the value of x at time kτ , while A(x(kτ)) is
denoted by A[k]. Even though the state argument is dropped from A[k], the latter actually
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depends on the vector x[k]. Inverting matrix M on both sides leads to the following approximate
dynamic model:
x[k + 1] = (τM−1A[k] + I)x[k] + (τM−1bu)u[k], (5.2)
where I is the identity matrix. This will be the state equation for adopting the discrete-time
EKF algorithm.
5.2 Recursive Updates Algorithm
We will augment the discrete-time system state in (5.2) using the start capacitance C1; see
e.g., [28, Ch. 14]. This is possible by assuming time-invariant dynamics for C1 as given by
C1[k + 1] = C1[k]. Hence, the dynamic model for the augmented system now becomes x[k + 1]
C1[k + 1]
 =
(τM−1A[k] + I)x[k] + (τM−1bu)u[k]
C1[k]
 . (5.3)
Defining the full system state χ[k] :=
[
xT [k], C1[k]
]T
, the augmented system can be represented
by
χ[k + 1] =
f(x[k], C1[k], u[k])
C1[k]
 := Φ(χ[k], u[k]), (5.4)
where f(·) and Φ(·) capture the state transition function for x and χ, respectively. Recalling
that M in (5.3) includes the start capacitance, while A[k] also depends on the dynamic state,
the function f(·) is hence non-linear in both C1[k] and x[k]. Accordingly, the augmented state
equations are highly non-linear. Fortunately, the augmented system output model measurement
is still linear in the system states, as given by
z[k + 1] =Hχ[k + 1] + [k + 1]
:=
[
C 0
]
χ[k + 1] + [k + 1], (5.5)
where the updated output matrix H augments C of (5.5) with an all-zero column. Non-linear
system dynamics with linear output model makes it possible to apply EKF to recursively track
the system state variables.
The EKF algorithm recursively incorporates the latest measurements to all past measurements
to track the states. For the dynamic system (5.4), let χˆ[k|k] denote the EKF estimate for χ[k]
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Figure 5.1: The EKF iterative steps for SPIM parameter estimation.
from {z[1], . . . , z[k]}, while P[k] is the corresponding estimation error covariance matrix. The
optimal prediction for χ[k + 1] using all past measurements till time k can be formed by
χˆ[k + 1|k] = Φ(χˆ[k|k], u[k]). (5.6)
To obtain the error covariance for χˆ[k + 1|k], one can first linearize the system (5.4) as
χ[k + 1] ≈ Φ(χˆ[k|k],u[k]) + F[k + 1]∆χ[k + 1], (5.7)
with the state mismatch
∆χ[k + 1] := χ[k + 1]− χˆ[k|k] (5.8)
and the following linear transition matrix using the first-order approximation:
F[k + 1] :=
∂Φ
∂χ
∣∣∣∣
χˆ[k|k],u[k]
. (5.9)
The linearized dynamics given by (5.7) give rise to the following approximation of the error
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covariance matrix for χˆ[k + 1|k]:
P[k + 1|k] = F[k + 1]P[k|k]FT [k + 1] + Q, (5.10)
where Q is the covariance matrix of the disturbance to the state transition, assumed to be
time-independent.
To incorporate the latest measurement z[k + 1] to improve χˆ[k + 1|k], one can concatenate
both vectors to form an augmented measurement model for χ[k + 1] as
 z[k + 1]
χˆ[k + 1|k]
 =
H
I
χ[k + 1] +
[k + 1]
ρ[k + 1]
 , (5.11)
where ρ[k+1] stands for the mismatch error, and thus its covariance matrix is given by P[k+1|k].
Assuming the measurement error [k + 1] is uncorrelated to the prediction error ρ[k + 1], one
can update the estimator for χ[k + 1] using the best linear unbiased estimation (BLUE) rule
[22, Ch. 4]. Specifically, the estimator for χ[k+ 1] using {z[1], . . . , z[k+ 1]}, along with its error
covariance matrix P[k + 1|k + 1], can be updated as
χˆ[k + 1|k + 1] =χˆ[k + 1|k] + K[k + 1](z[k]−Hχˆ[k + 1|k]), (5.12)
P[k + 1|k + 1] =(I−K[k + 1]H)P[k + 1|k], (5.13)
where the gain matrix for incorporating the measurement innovation is
K[k + 1] := P[k + 1|k]HT (R + HP[k + 1|k]HT )−1 (5.14)
with R denoting the covariance matrix of measurement error [k + 1].
This two-step estimation procedure consisting of prediction and correction forms the EKF
updates per iteration, as summarized in Fig. 5.1. The initialization for the EKF algorithm
χˆ[0|0] can be set to be all zeros for the dynamic state x[0] and a reasonable estimate for
the capacitance C1. Due to its recursive nature, the EKF implementation requires minimal
computation and storage resource even for non-linear dynamic systems.
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5.3 Numerical and Experimental Results
5.3.1 EKF-based Parameter Estimation on Simulation Data
The EKF-based parameter estimation scheme is tested using simulated data to estimate the
start capacitance. As mentioned earlier, the output is chosen to be ids only since the start
capacitor is connected to the auxiliary winding. The measurement data are taken from the first
five electrical cycles of multiple motor start-ups, in order to diversity the initial voltage phase
angle and mitigate the effect of leakage induction and load torque variations. The parameter
estimate and estimation covariance matrix obtained at the end of each start-up are used as
the initialization for the updates in the ensuing one. The initial state covariance matrix P[0|0]
and system disturbance covariance matrix Q need to be chosen carefully. P[0|0] reflects how
certain are the initial state values. To avoid the bias of the state estimate to the initial guess, this
matrix is chosen to be a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries proportional to the magnitude
of the associated states. Q reflects the disturbance in the system (including input noise, and
linearization mismatch). This matrix is selected to be a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
proportional to the square of the associated state magnitude. The ensuing simulation results
will illustrate the effectiveness of this approach.
Several testing conditions have been considered to demonstrate the general applicability of
this method: (i) no-load and noise-free measurements; (ii) no-load and noisy measurements; (iii)
varying loading conditions and noise-free measurements; and (iv) varying loading conditions and
noisy measurements.
For the no-load tests (i) and (ii), the estimation is performed with different true values of
the start capacitance, ranging from 177.70 µF to 266.54 µF. For convenience, the capacitance
values are normalized using a base of 222.12 µF, and hence the range is [0.8, 1.2] pu. To generate
noisy measurements, white Gaussian noise of 0.4 variance is added to the noise-free outputs.
Figure 5.2 plots the estimation percentage error versus the true start capacitance value. Under
these tests, the start capacitance can be estimated with less than 1% error. We also test the
capability of this estimation method under inaccurate knowledge on the noise statistics. The
measurements are generated with 0.4 variance white noise added to the true system output. The
estimation is tested with the noise variance in the estimator ranging from 0.05 to 6.4. Figure
5.3 plots estimation percentage error versus noise variance used in the EKF estimator. The
estimation results are uniformly good over a wide range of noise variance used in the estimator.
For the tests (iii) and (iv) under different loading conditions, the estimation is performed with
the true start capacitance value equals to 222.12 µF. The input load follows a typical compressor
load torque profile [21], with zero torque at rotor angles of 0 and 2pi Rad, and the peak torque
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Figure 5.2: C1 estimation error versus true capacitance value under no-load test conditions: (i)
noise-free and (ii) noisy measurements.
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Figure 5.3: C1 estimation error performance versus the chosen values of measurement noise
variance.
at 0.5pi Rad. Figure 5.4 plots the estimation error versus peak load torque, ranging from 0 to
1.5 Nm. Under both noise-free and noisy scenarios, the estimation error varies with the peak
load torque but still satisfactory (less than 1%) even at heavy loading conditions.
These four tests have numerically validated the effectiveness of EKF in estimating the start
capacitance under measurement noise, and the robustness to selection of noise parameters and
loading conditions.
From the aforementioned verifications, it is conclusive that EKF is effective in estimating the
start capacitance under different measurement noise and loading conditions. The effectiveness
is further verified with real data.
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Figure 5.4: C1 estimation error versus peak load torque under test conditions: (iii) noise-free
and (iv) noisy measurements.
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Figure 5.5: EKF-based C1 estimation using real measurements; true value is 197.045 µF.
5.3.2 EKF-based Parameter Estimation on Real Data
The EKF algorithm is tested on real data. The initial guesses for the start capacitance C1 are
chosen to be either 50% less than or 50% higher than the measured capacitance values. The
experiments are conducted at two start capacitance values: 197.045 µF and 98.81 µF. The data
collection is repeated ten times at motor start-up to diversify the initial phase angle of the input
voltage. All other motor parameter values are taken from the NLS results in Subsection 4.2.2.
For each experiment, the absolute EKF estimation percentage error eventually falls under 1%
as illustrated in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. Validation based on real data shows the effectiveness of the
proposed method for practical implementation.
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Figure 5.6: EKF-based C1 estimation using real measurements; true value is 98.81 µF.
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CHAPTER 6
RESEARCH OUTLOOK: SPIM CURRENTS -
CAPACITANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Although EKF conveniently provides a non-intrusive method to track the value of the start
capacitance in real time, implementation of this method requires knowledge of other parameter
values of the SPIM. In several situations, such as to determine if a capacitor has gone bad, the
precise capacitance value is not necessary; only the deviation from nominal value is required.
We propose a class of curves that relate the variation of start capacitance impedance to the
variation of the measured current in the first few cycles of starting up the motor. The curves
are generated from numerical simulation of the dynamic model in equation (2.21). The curves
associated with total and ds current are found to be independent of load torque, a quantity that
is difficult to measure. We regard this class of curves as an SPIM characteristic. Interestingly,
the curves associated with ds current are quite linear.
6.1 Fixed Initial Voltage Phase Angle
The curves under investigation describe the relationship between the variation of the measured
current value and the variation in start capacitor impedance per applied volt during the start
phase. Variation in start capacitor impedance is defined as the impedance difference between
the nominal capacitance and that used for simulation at 60 Hz. The current variation is defined
as the change in peak current with respect to that from the SPIM with nominal capacitance.
We look at the current in the first five electrical cycles because during this period, the load
torque does not play an important role and the saturation level of the motor does not change.
To find the curve, the SPIM transient response is simulated under several selected values of
the start capacitance. For each of the start capacitance values, different combinations of rms
voltage and peak torque are applied to the SPIM dynamic model to record the response. For
this test, the initial voltage phase angle is fixed. The relationship between the characteristic
curves and the initial phase angle will be investigated in another test. For this particular study,
let C¯1 be the nominal value of the start-capacitance; the values used for simulation studies
ranges from 50%C¯1 to 120%C¯1 with 5%C¯1 incremental step. The applied voltage rms values
are 0.95× 110 V, 110 V, and 1.05× 110 V. The peak load torque values are 0 N.m and 1.5 N.m.
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Figure 6.1: Start capacitor impedance variation versus per rms volt peak current variation
using (i) stator current, (ii) qs current and (iii) ds current with 0o initial voltage phase angle.
The current data is collected for stator, qs, and ds currents. The curves are plotted in Fig. 6.1
for 0o, in Fig. 6.2 for 50o, and in Fig. 6.3 for 90o initial voltage phase angle. Note that the y
axes of these plots are normalized by the applied rms voltage to make the curves independent
of this quantity.
From the figures, for each of the chosen phase angle values, there exist curves representing
the relationship between variation in the peak measured current and variation in start capacitor
impedance when total current or ds current are measured. If the ds current measurement is
used, the characteristic curve is linear.
In practice, the initial phase angle of each motor start up is hardly known. The dependency
of the start capacitor impedance variation and the variation of ds current under random initial
voltage phase angle will be studied in the next section.
6.2 Randomly Selected Initial Phase Angle
This section numerically evaluates the dependency of peak ds current and rms ds current varia-
tion per rms input volt versus variation in start capacitor impedance with different initial voltage
phase angles that are generated randomly between 0o and 180o. The ds current is selected to
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Figure 6.2: Start capacitor impedance variation versus per rms volt peak current variation
using (i) stator current, (ii) qs current and (iii) ds current with 50o initial voltage phase angle.
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Figure 6.3: Start capacitor impedance variation versus per rms volt peak current variation
using (i) stator current, (ii) qs current and (iii) ds current with 90o initial voltage phase angle.
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Figure 6.4: Peak ds current variation (left figures) and rms ds current variation (right figures)
per input volt versus start capacitance impedance variation with randomly selected initial
voltage phase angle.
take advantage of the nearly linear relationship found in Section 6.1. The numerical set-up is
similar to that in Section 6.1; instead of using 0o, 50o, and 90o initial phase angle, a random
phase angle is assigned to each rms voltage value. The left sub-figures of Fig. 6.4 illustrate three
simulations of the curves. As observed from the sub-figures, under the random initial voltage
phase angle condition, the relationship between peak ds current per applied volt versus start
capacitor impedance variation is quite linear when the impedance does not significantly deviate
from the nominal value. However, the curves start to deviate from each other when the start
capacitor impedance falls below 75% of the nominal value.
To alleviate the tail deviation issue of the curves, we propose looking at the rms ds current
variation per volt versus the start capacitor impedance variation. The illustration of this metric
is in the right sub-figures of Fig. 6.4. The curves are still quite linear and, more importantly,
even when the impedance significantly variates from its nominal value, under random initial
voltage phase condition, the curves are not significantly different from each other. These curves
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can be represented by a single curve, regarded as an SPIM characteristic curve.
From the simulation, by looking at the variation of rms ds current versus the variation of the
start capacitor impedance, we can find a characteristic curve of the SPIM. This characteristic
curve does not depend on external factors including load torque and applied voltage magnitude.
However, note that the variation of ds current needs to be calculated from measurements at the
same initial voltage phase angle. This requirement is hard to enforce in practice because each
time the motor starts, voltage phase angle may vary. Fortunately, given an initial phase angle
value and the nominal start capacitance value, the nominal starting ds current can be calculated
using the SPIM model with NLS parameters estimated in Subsection 4.2.3. The next section will
illustrate the applicability of the NLS parameter estimates in finding the characteristic curves
with reasonable accuracy.
6.3 Using NLS-based Estimates
The parameters estimated using the NLS method as presented in Subsection 4.2.3 are used to
generate the characteristic curve of SPIM. Although the current mismatch between the model
using estimated parameters and true parameters is not zero, the error is small in the first few
electrical cycles after starting up the motor. Because the characteristic curve is derived from
data only from this period, with small mismatch, we still expect to see the small deviation
of the characteristic curves generated using “inaccurate” parameter values. Figure 6.5 plots
rms ds current variation in the first five cycles after starting up versus the start capacitor
impedance variation for different sets of parameters. Each of the stars on the plot corresponds
to a multiple of 5% capacitance variation from the nominal value. The points with negative
impedance correspond to increase in capacitance and vice versa.
To make the result more useful, we also test the characteristic curve generated by nominal
parameters and NLS estimates under different initial voltage phase angles. The main purpose
of this test is to find if the characteristic curve generated using the NLS parameter is still close
to that generated using the nominal parameters. The results are plotted in Fig. 6.6. As shown
in the figures, for each of the initial phase angles, the two characteristic curves are still close to
each other.
This characteristic curve is promising for non-intrusive capacitor prognostics for several rea-
sons. First of all, notice that all the curves almost overlap, including the 8 parameter curve and
the nominal parameter curve. This means that using NLS, we can estimate all the parameters
of the SPIM model from transient measurements without having to do off-line tests. Although
the parameters are not the same as the true ones, they can still quite accurately reproduce the
characteristic curve. Secondly, as shown before, because the curves are independent of load
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Figure 6.5: SPIM start capacitor impedance characteristic curve achieved from accurate and
estimated parameters.
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Figure 6.6: Characteristic curves using nominal parameters, 6 NLS parameter estimates, and 8
NLS parameter estimates at different voltage initial phase angles.
torque, this method can be used in various operating conditions of SPIM. And lastly, the cal-
culation of rms current is insensitive to measurement noise and can easily be done with little
computational power on a microcontroller with sufficient sampling rate.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presents the modeling and parameter estimation aspects of SPIM in the steady-state
and the transient operating conditions. Under steady-state operating condition, the rotor speed
is assumed to be constant and is represented in the circuit by a slip term. These equivalent
circuits are developed based on analogy with the well-known three-phase induction motor equiv-
alent circuit. The transient circuits are developed by applying Ohm’s law, Ampere’s law, and
Faraday’s law on the SPIM. The rotor quantities are referred to the stator, and a transformation
of the reference frame is applied to construct the equations for the transient equivalent circuits.
Those circuits are appropriate in describing the behavior of the motor while rotor speed is not
a constant. In addition to the equivalent circuits, parameters of those circuits are important
quantities to make them useful.
Several methods for estimating parameters of equivalent circuits are presented: N-R, NLS, and
EKF methods. The parameters of the steady-state equivalent circuit can be estimated using N-
R method. For this method, dc, no-load, and locked-rotor tests are performed and rms voltage,
current, real power, and reactive power measurements are collected. From those measurements,
values of parameters can be calculated easily with some simplification assumptions. However,
those assumptions result in real power mismatch, especially for the no-load measurements. This
problem is overcome by incorporation of the core-loss resistance into the steady-state equiva-
lent circuits. Addition of core-loss resistance makes representation of real and reactive power
non-linear in parameters, and hence the Newton-Raphson algorithm is applied to numerically
calculate all the parameters from the test data. These test-based parameters are observed to
well describe the SPIM behavior during steady-state, but not during transient operation. Some
of them are further tuned to describe the SPIM behavior in transient operation using the NLS
method.
The NLS method is applied to calculate the parameters for transient equivalents circuits with
initial values being those of the steady-state equivalent circuits. During transient operation, the
motor is saturated because of high current. The saturation leads to a lower inductance value.
The mismatch of qs current is also observed right after the switching time and is attributed
to the mismatch in the rotor moment of inertia. Therefore, the leakage inductances and rotor
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moment of inertia are chosen to be tuned using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
Having the parameters obtained by the N-R and NLS methods, we are interested in tracking
the start capacitance value because it is a critical indication of SPIM health. The EKF algorithm
is applied on the discrete-time SPIM state-space representation with state vector augmented by
the start capacitance variable. Numerical simulation and real data verification show that this
method is capable of tracking start capacitance with high accuracy. For some applications, such
as the start capacitance prognostic, the precise value of the start capacitance is not of utmost
importance, but only the deviation from the nominal value is of interest. The NLS parameter
estimates and the measured voltage profile can be used to calculate the characteristic curve.
These curves are shown to be close to that with true parameters. Therefore, they can be used
to evaluate a capacitor’s deviation from its nominal condition.
There are still several open questions for the parameter estimation problem of SPIM. The first
question regards the NLS method: Which parameters should be tuned to perfectly match the
transient qs and ds current measurements? According to our experiment, leakage inductances
and rotor moment of inertia are the parameters that should be tuned to match the start-up
transient operating condition of the motor. However, under other transient operating condi-
tions, this selection may not be valid. Secondly: How to identify the relationship between the
parameters and the motor operating condition? The ability to identify the relationship between
inductance values and operating condition enables a more versatile model that could describe
the motor operation under various conditions. This model can be expected to describe the
SPIM behavior under different voltage faults on the distribution network. Finally, we have ob-
served that the estimation accuracy of the start capacitance using the EKF approach depends
on the initial states, system disturbance, and measurement noise covariance matrices. A formal
approach to estimate these matrices is also a question of interest.
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